Changelog CMS R7400

CMS R7400 - New Features and Improvements

- **PCI Dashboard**
  We've introduced a PCI Dashboard to provide a single pane of glass view of all your Makos and their PCI compliance status.

  Along with the dashboard, we've simplified the process of filing out the PCI Self-Assessment Questionnaire (SAQ), as well as added support for vulnerability scanning by Altor.

  It's now possible to use Enterprise Templates with the PCI Template, providing even more flexibility for sophisticated networks.

  A new Review area in the Configure section makes it simple to review all critical aspects of the Mako's configuration in a single screen.

- **VPN Cloud Critical Data**
  You can now ensure voice and other critical data is never lost in transit using the Critical Data service for VPN Cloud. Using per-packet routing, every piece of critical data is delivered with minimal delay and jitter, and zero packet loss.

  Supported by 6600-series, 7000-series, 8000-series Makos running F6020 or newer firmware.

CMS R7400 - Maintenance

- **Diagnostics**: Added Cellular Next SIM diagnostic for Mako 6600 series.

- **Enterprise Templates**: The name of the Enterprise Template is now displayed in the corner of the page.

- **PCI**: Removed requirement for a Mako using the PCI Template to have at least one MAC address registered per PCI LAN.

- **Provisioning**: Added ability to bulk provision Makos by CSV files.

- **Reports**: Added ISP plan date change and free usage about to the Network Availability Report.

- **Selection**: Fixed issue with Intermediate selection screen showing some Advanced selection screen only information.

- **Selection**: Added ability to quickly select each Mako within a company.

- **Selection**: Users preferences for selection display type is now remembered for the next time you log in.
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